Pro-Flex 120
Contour Rough/Finishing Mower
Field Proven: Quality, Dependability, and Value
The Pro-Flex 120 has become the 'go-to' contour / rough mower thanks to its reliability, a 10' wide cut, and its versatility. With 5 independent floating decks, the Pro
-Flex 120 will easily follow contour changes that are found on golf courses and
campuses, producing a uniform quality cut that is demanded by both Superintendents and members alike.
Unlike a self-contained, ride-on rough mower, the Pro-Flex 120 allows for increased equipment utilization as the tractor can be used for other tasks. Additionally, the required horsepower for the utility tractor connected to a Pro-Flex 120 is
about half of what a Tier 4 self-contained mower requires. This directly translates
to a large fuel cost saving, year after year and a lower total cost of ownership!
The Pro-Flex 120 has several standard features that are important on a pullbehind contour mower, but are only available from Progressive! Features such as:
a shock absorber on each independent, floating deck to minimize deck bounce; a
unique 4-way rotating clevis that allows the tractor and mower to traverse uneven
terrain without affecting one another; and a conventional style drawbar design that
makes turning and reversing feel very familiar to an operator. Utilizing the tractor
for other tasks is a key advantage so we made connecting a Pro-Flex 120 to the
tractor easy, thanks to an adjustable clevis, a low tongue weight, and an auto-lock
PTO shaft.
Your choice! The Pro-Flex 120 is available in either traditional RED or, for a
‘packaged look’ it is also available in industry GREEN paint.
Originally introduced in 1999, the Pro-Flex 120 is well known as a durable, reliable
rotary finishing mower that is now easier to maintain than ever before. The ProFlex 120 is “The Better Built Choice”.

Contour mowing:
The Pro-Flex 120 has five individual mowing decks that produce a superior
cut while conforming to contour changes. Each deck floats independently up
and down, fore and aft, as well as side to side of the adjacent deck, for superior
cut quality. Each deck is equipped with two anti-scalp rollers.
Ideal for making a stepped or a transition first-cut:
As cut height is easily set on each deck of the Pro-Flex 120, Superintendents
have the option of setting the Pro-Flex 120 to make a stepped or a transition
first-cut along the outer edge of the fairway. This provides an easy way to help
speed play, something competing contour mowers cannot do!
Pro Lift-N-Turn™
An industry exclusive feature - not found on other contour mowers! Pro Lift-NTurn™ allows the decks to be raised slightly off the ground with the PTO still
engaged. Crossing a cart path or other minor obstacles has never been easier.
When initially engaging the PTO, the operator can lift the decks so the blades
are above the uncut grass, reducing stress on the complete drivetrain.
Smart by design:
The standard equipment automatic wing lock valve simplifies operation and
makes operating the Pro-Flex 120 easier than ever before! For an even cut,
a 4-way rotating clevis allows the tractor and mower to traverse uneven terrain
without affecting one another. A full transport frame provides the ability to mow
in a controlled manner even while backing up. For even clipping dispersal each
of the five decks has its own discharge chute . A mulching kit is available
making the Pro-Flex 120B ideal for fall leaf clean-up.
Rubber Damped, Automatic Belt Tensioners
A simple belt drive system transfers power from the input PTO to the 5 floating
mower decks. Belt tension for each drive belt is set by an automatic rubber
damped tensioner that maintains the correct belt tension. This extends belt life
and ensures a positive drive as the PF 120 flexes over changing contours.
Easy Routine Maintenance:
Daily greasing is eliminated, thanks to: automatic belt tensioners, maintenance
free blade spindles and 100 hour PTO shaft greasing intervals that are standard
equipment! Gone is the fear that a missed service point by un-familiar
maintenance personnel will render the mower out of service and put grounds
maintenance behind schedule.

Industry Green
Paint Available

Pro-Flex 120 Contour / Rough Finishing Mower Specifications
Part Number:

601205 (Traditional Red)
602711 (Industry Green)
Cutting Width:
10 feet
Mowing Capacity: 4 mph 4.4 acres per hour*
6 mph 6.5 acres per hour*
Turning Radius:
16” uncut circle
Transport Tires:
18.5 x 8.5 - 8 4ply

Recommended PTO H.P.:
Cut Height Range:
Transport Width:
Transport Height:
Transport Length:
Operating Weight:

30 to 40
1 to 3¼ inches
8.5 feet
4.1 feet
11 feet
2,420 lb.

*Assumes no overlap or turning

Under our policy of continuous improvement, we reserve the right to change specifications
and designs without prior notice. The illustrations shown do not necessarily represent the
standard version of product offered by Progressive Turf Equipment Inc.
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